


PERFORMANCE INNOVATION TECHNOLOGY

Meet INOX

The INOX brand is an extensive product line of 
residential and commercial door hardware solutions 
supplying some of the most iconic projects in North 
America and around the world.  

We believe in the beauty and performance of each 
architectural element.

DESIGN ENGINEERING



Form Meets
Function
We are experts in door hardware design, engineering, 
and manufacturing. 

Door hardware is what people touch and feel when 
entering a property. These details make the first 
impression of the character of interior spaces. 
 

We make it our mission to create extraordinary 
products that are as beautiful as they are functional.



Creativity is thinking up new things. 
Innovation is doing new things.” 

—Theodore Levitt

Innovation
INOX is a leading manufacturer of sliding door locks, from the world’s first 
barn door privacy lock to commercial-rated electrified sliding door locks.  

These solutions provide secure locking mechanisms and attractive lever trims 
for spaces such as leasing offices, meeting rooms, and shared working spaces.



RETAIL

VACATION HOMESHOMES

CLASS A OFFICES

APARTMENTS CONDOS
A Safer,
Smarter
Lifestyle

INOX Smart is the latest innovation in smart locks 
and access controls, designed and engineered 
specifically with multifamily, hospitality, and mixed-
use in mind. 

The ISM7000 battery powered smart mortise lock 
communicates through a user-friendly app using 
low energy Bluetooth technology.  

Access management made easy.



Total Commercial Package

Sliding / Pocket Door HardwareBattery Powered Access Control

Barn Door Privacy LocksElectrified Access Control

In addition to locksets, INOX offers a comprehensive door hardware package 
including hinges, closers, pulls, and other auxiliary hardware.  



Manufacturing &
Code Compliance
Rigorous testing, precision machining, and quality 
assembly result in the delivery of door hardware 
that will satisfy the requirements and exceed the 
expectations of your project.  When artful design 
meets quality, technology, and craftsmanship, the 
result is a world-class product.    



Engineered
Beautifully
Whether you need beautiful, elegant trims 
from our custom engineering team or a small 
order of hardware accessories, INOX is here 
for you.  

Contact us for more information on how we 
can help bring your interior design visions to 
life.



Engineered Beautifully6 Wayne Ct
Sacramento, CA 95829
www.InoxProducts.com  
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